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ein Pr?fix haben. So fasst Meringer SB. d. ph-h. Kl. d. Wiener 

Akad. cxxv, 2 S. 35 die Sache auf. Man vergleiche ai. a?rdm 

neben got. tagr; lit. ligas: ai. dlrghds; got. arbaips zu lit ddrbas 

'Arbeit 
' 

(?). 
Im wesentlichen haben wir es hier wahrscheinlich mit 

falschen Abstraktionen zu thun. Lehnte sich idg. dakru an 

ein Wort an, das mit d auslautete, so konnte akru abstrahiert 

werden. Das ist schon fr?her ge?ussert, und ebenso hat man 

jetzt anerkannt, dass der Wechsel von s H- Konsonant mit 
einfachem Konsonant durch Worte mit auslautendem -s her 

vorgerufen ist. Wenn man derartige Erscheinungen in den 
modernen Dialekten vor Augen sieht, so benutzt man diese 

Erkl?rung f?r die ?ltere Zeit mit gr?sserer Zuversicht. Auch 
nach dieser Richtung sind also diese Beitr?ge sehr anregend. 

H. Hirt. 

Leipzig-Gohlis, 
22. April 1898. 

Quellen des weltlichen Dramas in England vor Shakespeare. Ein 

Erg?nzungsband zu Dodsley's Old English Plays. Hrsg. 
von Alois Brandi. {Quellen und Forschuhgen zur Sprach- und 

Culturgeschichte der germanischen V?lker. 80 Heft.) cxxvi und 

667 SS. 8?. Strassburg, Karl J. Tr?bner, 1898. M. 20. 

This is the most valuable collection of new materials for the 

study of the drama in England before Shakspere that has been 

published since the appearance of Dodsley's Old Plays. It 

brings within the reach of every scholar twelve plays, all inter 

esting and important, but hitherto, for the most part, accessi 

ble only to the favored few ; and it presents them without 
excision or expurgation. The plays are:?Moralities: (1) 
The Pride of Life, (2) Mankind, (3) Nature ; Interludes : (4) 
Love, (5) Weather, (6) Johan Johan the Husband, Tyb his Wife, 
and Sir Johan the Priest ; Polemical Plays of the Reformation : 

(7) Respublica, (8) King Darius ; School Plays : (9) Misogonus ; 

Tragedies: (10) Horestes, (11) Gismond of Salern; Romantic 
Comedies : (12) Common Conditions. Such a collection is 

obviously of the highest value. Our primary need is the need 
of texts, and texts are here supplied in liberal measure. All 
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students of the English drama will feel grateful to Professor 
Brandi for this generous addition to their equipment. 

The editing, unfortunately, cannot be spoken of with the 
same unreserved commendation. Even in the most satisfac 

tory and helpful parts there are features which every scholar 

will wish to see modified, while in the least satisfactory parts 
the defects are so many and so remarkable that it is difficult 
to form a 

theory that will adequately account for them. 

The least satisfactory portion of the work is the Notes. It 
is no doubt true that several of these texts contain in large 
numbers linguistic difficulties of the most puzzling character, 
and that there is probably no man living who has a perfect 
knowledge of fifteenth and sixteenth century English ; but, 
with due allowance for these facts, the editorial work here 
cannot be commended. The editor has taken his task too 

easily and allowed the results to assume in too great a degree 

the appearance rather of casual jottings than of such systematic 
and scholarly annotations as we had a 

right to expect of him. 

In some instances he has passed over the most serious diffi 

culties and most interesting expressions without comment : 

see p. 173, 1. 395, nobs for malous j 174, 468, As for her hele do 

holde in it ; 190, 984, laydeuyna water ; 261, 24, the deuyll spede 

whyt j 347, 34, by his precious populorum ; 368, 207, git his lyuyng 

by the ploughe, etc. In some instances, notwithstanding the 

announcement that familiarity on the part of the student with 
the standard dictionaries is presupposed, information of the 

most elementary and obvious nature is supplied : see notes on 

Nature, I, 343, 841, 874, II, 234, 284 ; Respublica, I, iii, 122, 

II, i, 1, III, iii, 28, 30, 42, 66 ; Misogonus, I, i, 145, 204, 205, I, ii, 

62, I, iii, 80, II, ii, 7, II, iii, S6, II, iv, 92, III, i, 45, 50, III, iii, 55, 

67 ; etc.1 And it must be added that occasionally modern 

scientific methods and principles seem to be abandoned and 
resort had to unregulated guess-work, like that of the golden 
days when in etymology consonants counted for little and 

vowels for nothing and the most marvelous feats of derivation 

were accomplished by the potent aid of the parenthesis : see 

notes on Nature, I, 882, II, 1025 ; Respublica, III, iii, 14 ; Miso 

gonus, II, iv, 202, 207, III, iii, 72 ; and other passages in both 

Introduction and Notes. 

1 A striking example is 
' 
she-beare, B?rin,' the note on Misogonus, II, v, 65. 
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The Pride of Life and Mankind will be reserved for treatment 

later. Of the other plays, five are annotated very slightly, 

five with more fulness. Let us examine first the page and a 

quarter of notes devoted to Nature. 

Nature. 

1,495. And let thy world be consyn to thy dede. The footnote 
' 
Lies : word und cousyn,' is of course correct, but it is contra 

dicted, as if upon maturer deliberation, in the note, 'be consyn : 

vielleicht nicht = be cousyn, sondern = 
consign, 

" 
das Siegel 

aufdr?cken, Best?tigung geben." 
... Es w?re dann f?r diesen 

?bertragenen Gebrauch von consign das ?lteste Beispiel.' But 

surely this is an echo of Chaucer's declaration : 

4 
Eek Plato seith, who-so that can him rede, 
The wordes mote be cosin to the dede.' Prologue, 741 f. 

The suggestion that in 631, 651, 669, 679, 684, ye wor. is an 

error for Worldly Affection is correct, but it does not entirely 
remove the difficulties of the passage. In 675 ye wor. is to be 

stricken out and [Man.] in 677 ; lines 672-78 belong to Man 

kind, 672-74 being addressed to The World and 675-78 to 

Worldly Affection. 

753. Sythyche is not = swithlice, but so thee ich (theech) ; the 

remark on the southern adverbial ending is therefore not in 

point. 

841. For the translation of radix vitiorum by rote of all vertew 

a reference to Chanticleer's similar performance in the Nonne 

Prestes Tale would have been a less obvious remark than the 

explanation that it is 'absichtliche Falsch?bersetzung.' 
882, 885. Opray and opry are not 'von op?rer abgeleitet,' but 

mere scribal errors for opr(a)y (= othre), as will be evident 

upon a careful inspection of the passages. 

1078. Men will say does not at all imply that rutter was 

'damals ein neues Lehnwort'; it merely indicates what will 

be the general opinion as to Man's appearance. 

1087. Whyster, if it stands in the original, is not 
' 
Druck 

fehler statt whysper 
' 

; cf. (besides the two examples given by 
M?tzner) : ' 

Oft fine whistering noise shall bring sweete sleepe 
to thy senses,' Webbe, Aiglogue L, p. 75, and ' 

Whiche done, the 
wren calth his brothers and sisters, And vnto them this lesson 
he whisters.' Hey wood, Proverbs, p. 97. 
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1286. In view of the traces of Chaucerian influence in this 

play, it is not a little surprising that crank dort should have 

suggested dorty (in Halliwell's Diet!) instead of recalling 
Chaucer's interesting canke(r)dort, of which it is clearly a modi 
fication. 

II, 287. K. q. title we haue the bry is, assuredly, 
' 
unklar,' but 

it is difficult to see how the suggested Kingys and Queen's title 
can help us in the first part of the line, or how the suggestion 
that bry may be 

' 
deutsches Lehnwort (= Br?he) 

' 
throws light 

on the second. As to the latter, if bry (= Br?he) were of any 
assistance, it would not be necessary to pray in aid of the 

German language. N. E. D. bree, sb.a gives abundant exam 

ples of the word from times when borrowing from German 
was not common (even if it could be established for the date 
of this play); examples of another ?77?equally unenlighten 
ing for this passage?may be found under bree, sb.1 

657. When the reference is, as here, to Cotswold lions, the 

significant fact is, not that Cotswold was famed for its * 
Volks 

spiele, 
' 
but that it was a great sheep-raising district and that 

Cotswold lion was a 
proverbial term for a 

sheep. 

1025. 
* 
Storn, erkl?rt durch daneben stehendes disdain, ist 

vielleicht auch deutsches Lehnwort.' But storn is only 
a mis 

print for scorn, as the neighboring disdain clearly indicates. 

Heywood's three interludes are comparatively simple. We 

may therefore pass over the few notes upon them, and con 

sider 

Respublica. 

I, i, 1-6. The punctuation and notes indicate a failure to 

catch the exact shade of thought intended. Avaryce does not 

complete his greeting, goddigod, since (1. 3) he is uncertain 
whether to say even or morrow 

(cf. Brandi, p. lvii). Repunc 
tuate 3, therefore, by a dash after goddigod and interrogation 
point after morowe. In 4 the dash is not needed. God geve me 

sorowe is not ' 
Gegensatz zu 

' 
goddigod even (or morow?), but is 

an oath. Avaryce merely says that he doesn't know how time 

goes. The colon at the end of 1. 6 should be removed ; of that 

ye most long for depends immediately on twentie and twentie score 
in 1. 5. 
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The emendation in the next note but one (1. 62) of L to Lf it 
does not suit the context. Read, /[/] is gone L have swette for 
all my lyve-daies. 

The next four notes can 
hardly be necessary for any one 

who will use this book, though the last requires some modifi 
cation. The two which follow will awaken doubt. I-polde 
(III, iii, 14) is not = pulled, but is an entirely different word 
in origin, meaning and sound. It occurs very frequently in 

the phra.se poll and pill ; examples may be found in every six 
teenth century display of abuses, e. g. Stubbes (N. S. Soc), II, 
30, 31, 32. The pronunciation may be inferred from H. Hut 

ton's fifth epigram, Satyr. Epigr. (Percy Soc), 34. The sug 

gestion that trounce (16) is derived directly from trunsioun is not 

likely to displace the received etymology until the phonetic 
difficulties are removed. 

The next five notes might have been omitted, the sixth is 
more important. The idiom whare a be troive (III, iii, 77) does 
not mean ' 

Ob er wohl vertrauensw?rdig ist ? 
' 

but ' Is he, 

really?' For trowe (= do you think?) with absorbed ye, cf. 
'What means the fool, trow?' Much Ado, III, iv, 59 ; 'What 
is the matter, trow ? 

' 
Cymb. I, vi, 47 ; 

' What do you call him, 
tro?' Birth of Merlin, II, i, 84; and Brandi, p. 322, 11. 9, 13, 
and p. 348, 1. 5. From this, apparently, was developed trowe 

we, with the same meaning 
: 

* 
Are ye.9. pianettes out of their 

waie, trowe wee ? 
' 
Birth of Hercules, fo. 9 b, cf. fo. 24 a, fo. 30 b. 

In the next note but one we are told that Anngelots is ' Kose 

form f?r angels! But angelots were coined by Henry VI, and 

the expression olde Anngelots and Edwardes shows that Avaryce 
means this coin,?cf. N. E. D., s. v. angelot. 

Callis (III, v, 8) can hardly be properly called 'volkst?m 

liche Aussprache,' 
as it was the pronunciation of even the 

upper classes down to very recent times and is still in per 

fectly good use. 

The interpretation of Prickingham (III, vi, 58) is too elaborate 
to be convincing. An English audience would be slow to 

reflect that, since prick means 'to spur,' and nobles wear spurs 

(when riding), Prickingham must allude to the nobility. 

IV, iii, 23. 
' The steer, the heifer and the calf are all called 

neat,' says Leontes, but this can hardly justify us in regard 

ing it as 'ein altert?mliches Wort,'?besides, it is understood 
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by all English-speaking people of to-day and is not marked 
obsolete in the dictionaries. I do not, however, regard it as 

the right word here. Why emend tenne to nete, and then criti 

cise the author for his poor rhyme (with kepe) ? What is the 

objection to reading, And that time chad a widge (= mare) and 
hir vole ( 

= foal) and tenne shepe ? Ten sheep is not an exces 
sive allowance for a man who had four cows to his pail (1. 21). 

Saincte Tronnion (V, ix, 32) is probably not the Trinity. 
Examples 

occur elsewhere, cf. 'At Saynt Toncomber (= St. 

Uncumber, cf. Camd Misc., IV, 13) and Saynt Tronion.' Foure 

PP, 31. On this passage are quoted in Dodsley (ed. 1825) : 
' Their ydolatrous pilgrymage to the ydoll, Saynt Tronyon, 

upon the mount Avyon besides Roan.' Fenton, Trag. Disc, 

114 b,1 and 
' 
By saincte Thomas of Trunnions.' Apius and Virg. 

[Dodsley, XII, 375]. The connection of St. Thomas and 
Tronion is rendered interesting by the fact that in 1485 
there was an altar to St. Tronyon in St. Andrew's church, 

Canterbury: see Arch. Cantiana, XVII, 149, note, 150-2. That 

St. Tronion is identical with St. Ronyon has long been held : 

cf. Cant. Tales, C, 310, 320, and Skeat's note, where other refer 

ences are 
given. In regard to Gods trunnion (Misogonus, IV, 

ii, 17) various doubts may be entertained ; that it means 
' 
Trinity 

' 
is not at all certain, but there is too little evidence 

at hand to resolve the question. 

By Goddes vast (V, ix, 116) : \'dialektisch f?r fast, und dies 
wieder aus face verderbt.' But the latter statement needs sup 

port. According to Frewyll {Hyckescorner, 743) God's fast 
occurred at Salisbury the year that Easterday fell on Whit 

sunday ; but it may be better to suppose this the one men 

tioned in Matt, iv, 2. 

Passing over the few notes on King Darius, we reach Miso 

gonus^ in many respects the most 
interesting and by far the 

most fully annotated of all these plays. 
1 The passage stands thus in the reprint {Tudor Tr?nst), I, 232 : 

' 
Wyth no 

lesse devoci?n then the papistes in Fraunce performe their ydolatrous 

pilgrimage to theyre ydoll Sainct Tronyon, uppon the Mont Auyon besides 

Roan.' 
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Misogonus. 

Condinge (I, i, 37) of course means ' 
condign,' but emendation 

seems hardly necessary. Besides, it is possible that, although 

-ign often rhymes with -ine, it still preserved a trace of the old 

pronunciation, -ngn-, testified to by such spellings 
as 'mangny 

fycence,' Shearmen and T. Pageant, 692, 703, 
' 
St. Mangnus,' 

Machyn's Diary, 279 (cf. ib. 106, 136, 176, 180, 209) and especially 

by Ingnorance's 'putting together* of his name (the first 

syllable being the same as the first of ' 
England ') in Redford's 

WytandSc, 456 ff. 

It is unfortunate that the satisfactory emendation of I, i, 85, 

suggested in the footnote was withdrawn. 
' He will not (I, i, 131) ist vorausgesetzte Rede des Sohns.' 

Rather, it resumes the words of Philogonus, L feare me he will 

near be reclamed. 
' 

His none sonne 
(I, ii, 24) 

: sein nicht-Sohn ; ?hnlich none mis 

tresse, none wife.' None is merely own with the transferred n of 

mine, thine. The Earl of Shrewsbury wrote : ' 
Farewell, my 

swete, true, none and faithefull wyfe.' Wright, Eliz. and her 

Times, II, 55. 
Stroute (I, ii, 44) is not ' 

Plzp. von me. stritten = geschwollen/ 
but inf. = strut. This remark, as well as the punctuation, 

implies a misunderstanding of get also. The line reads, He 

can do nothinge but get (y=. jet) stroute and stare, and needs a comma 

after get. 

The note on I, ii, 53-57 would probably not have been 

written if the obscene allusion (which will become clear upon 
a 

comparison of The Foure PP, 243-252) had been perceived. 

(Godes) denti (I, iii, 9 and elsewhere) and diniy (III, i, 56) are 

probably not from divinity but from dignity; cf. 'By goddes 

dignitee,' Cant. Tales, C, 701, and the received etymology of 

dainty. Deare may be adj. instead of noun, notwithstanding 

that breed is sometimes spelled breade and that Robin Hood is 

mentioned by Misogonus. 
I, iii, 12. 'A murrain on you!' is, though 

a common, a 

sufficiently unpleasant imprecation ; but it is here displaced 

by one even more severe,?A moringe light on(e) that foules face 

of thine is explained thus, 
' 
moringe 

? 
mooring : ein Ketten 

anker (nicht bloss eine Klinge) soll dir in dein Narrengesicht 

27 
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fahren !' Examples of murrain in oaths are given in sufficient 

number in Schmidt, Shak. Lex. 

Surely in furr (I, iii, 18) we have to deal, not with a con 

traction of further, but with a descendant of O.E. feorr (fierr). 
I, iii, 47. This, again, is obscene ; the impostin in his kod 

pesse does not allude to his * 
dicken Corpus,' nor is kodpesse 

( = 
codpiece) a distortion of corpus (cf. p. lxxxiii, 12), whether 

impostin be for imposthume or for imposting (cf. lxxxi, 45), what 
ever that may mean. 

I, iii, 59. Heil make yow a starke foollorne. Even if Schmidt's 

explanation of fool-borne in Shakspere as ' 
foolish from the 

birth' is correct, it is not clear that this is the same word. 

How could Misogonus make his father 'foolish from the 

birth 
' 
? Perdita's good fortune, we are told, made both the 

Clown and the Shepherd 'gentlemen born'; but is this an 

analogous 
case ? 

I, iii, 60. How can one ride byard, if byard is ' ein schwerer 
Brustriemen bei Lastpferden'??to say nothing of the fact 
that this use of the word is apparently confined to mines. 

Byard is merely '(bay) horse,' and to ride byard is obviously 'to 

be horsed/ that is, to be taken up on some one's back for con 

venience in chastising ('breeching') as in the well-known 

picture of the young St. Augustine at school. The phrase 
tast of the rodde in the same verse is significant. Another 

jocose phrase is to ride bayard of ten toes (i. e. ' to walk,' 
' to ride 

shank's mare '), on which see N. E. D., and Wright, Eng. Dial. 

Diet., s. v. bayard. 

I, iii, 97. The desired explanation of farewell, froste is given 
N. E. D., frost ic. Add thereto Gascoigne (Roxb. Lib.), I, 

405, and ' Then farewell, frost ; farewell a wench that will," 
Faire Em, V, i, 218. 

I, iv, 12. Instead of changing the to they, which does not 

suit the context, it seems better to suppose that the scribe 

understood ye (which is right) as the. 

I, iv, 17. There are serious objections to taking grane in 

the phrase 
a knaue an grane as 

' 
Gabelzinke (ae. granu 

== mous 

tache, deutsch Granne).' In the first place, the meaning 
does not suit the passage ; in the second, the existence of the 

word in sixteenth century English has not been proved. But 
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the decisive objection is that a knave in grain is one of the com 
monest of phrases ; examples interesting in themselves are : 

Biondello? my old coapesonate (= copesmate)? of knaves the grand 

captaine, 
Not a knave of a baser size, but a knave died in graine. 

The Bugbears, I, ii, 5-6. 

and 

Such malsters as ill measure sell for gaine 
Are not mere knaves, but also knaves in grain. 

H. Hutton, Satyr. Epigr. (Percy Soc), p. 33. 

II, i, 20. The regular phrase is fall in a fume, not fall in a 

foam. I therefore regard fime here as fume, not foam ; the 

rhyme is not worse thaxiflixe: kyxe, Brandi, 357, 93. 

II, i, 32. It is difficult to see whence came the temptation 
to explain cosiner (and cusner, 39) as = customer (cf. lxxxiii, 

41). The pickpurse certainly cosened Oenophilus. 
II, i, 64. Will you never hinn? hardly admits of the conjec 

ture that hinn is O.E. hinan, heonan (= hence). The word is an 

error for linn or blinn, of which one is about as probable as 

the other (cf. Brandi, 460, 72 and 486, 48). 
II, ii, 1. Is it philogically sound to propose that God's 

sokinges is 'Verdrehung aus god's sobbings* without showing 
either that the latter was in use as an oath or that there is no 

other equally probable source ? 

II, ii, 17. The note on feak does N. E. D. an injustice. 

Murray's earliest example is not 'erst vom Jahre 1652' ; it is 

from Heywood's Proverbs, 1562 (misprinted, 1652). If how 

ever, it had fallen within the scope of the editor's purpose to 

supplement N. E. D., these plays would have yielded at least 
a score of important entries,?they sureiy ought to be read for 

the letters not yet reached in N. E. D. 

II, ii, 23. I should like to see another example of eren then 

(= O.E. r p m) in sixteenth century English. Until then, I 

shall regard 
eren as an error for even. 

II, ii, 30. Scinn is skin, but scemish is s?ueamish, not ' 
schemisch'; 

cf. skeymishe, Brandi, 294, 124. 

II, ii, 73. The examples in N. E. D. under bisognio lend no 

support to sungir in the line, Let sungir lurke and druges worke, 
and the word cannot be right. Two quotations in Cent Dict.9 
s. v. lungis, might be cited to support Collier's emendation, 
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lungis (=loafers) ; cf. also the note on Goodman Lungis, Dods. 

(1825), IX, 45, where an example is quoted from Cotgrave. 
But sungir should of course be changed to snugis ( 

= snudges, 
' 
curmudgeons '), a common sixteenth century word. This very 

slight emendation restores the rhyme (snugis : drugis) needed 

to make this verse correspond to the first and third lines of 

the other stanzas in the song. 

II, iii, 11. Why should Peterpoppum appear to be ' von pope 

genommen 
' 
? The Pope does not seem to be in any way in 

volved. Why not from pop 2 

II, iii, 55. As a ' Weidmannesausruf 
' 

(w)hoo is rarely used 

except in combination with some other call, cf. Twety, pas 

sim. As a call to horses and persons it has a 
meaning which 

satisfactorily explains the present passage and the many simi 

lar to it. Cf. 

Thou art one of them, to whom god bad who, 

God tooke the for a carte horse, when god bad so. 

Heywood, Proverbs, p. 152. 

An interesting collection of calls to horses is given by Evans, 
Leicest. Words, 173. 

II, iv, 106. I come quater. 
' 
Sir John kommt vierfach, inso 

fern er?statt des Gebetbuchs?drei Dinge mitbringt ; Karten, 
W?rfel und Brettspiel.' But Sir John was not metaphysical. 
A friend jestingly inquires : ' 

Why not, 
" Sir John kommt auf 

allen Vieren 
" 

? 
' 

Of course quater is a 
stage-direction, indi 

cating that I come is to be spoken four times : cf. IV, i, 17, 20, 

IV, iii, 1 and 2. 

II, iv, 119. Vicar is found two centuries before 1589 ; it is 

mere accident that N. E. D. has no earlier example of the 

spelling ficker. 
II, iv, 133. Lines 125, 136, 266 would indicate that weekly 

means weekly, not weakly ; there is no reason to assume a 

pun. M.E. wicke, 'bad,' has nothing to say here, 

II, iv, 192. Lubunn lawe, whatever be its proper form and 

derivation, was probably an established term for some kind of 

bunco trick ; cf. high law, Barnard's law, and the six other 

varieties mentioned by Robert Greene, X, 33, ff. 51, 67, 86. 

II, iv, 202. Examples to prove that gree groat, in worth a grec 

groat, is for (de)gree groat and means ' 
Preisgroschen 

' 
would 

have been welcome. Does not gree refer to the color of the 
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metal ? Cf. 
' Not worth a grey grote,' Hey wood, Proverbs, p. 31, 

1. 19, and 'The faire white groates,' Damon & P., Dodsley, 

I, 236. 

II. iv, 207. In what respect is the derivation of saunce bell 
from sacramenfs bell superior to that from sanctus bell7 Cf. 
quotations in Stanford Diet. s. v. sanctus. What would be the 

implication of the 'doppelsinniger Gebrauch (sauns=zohne) '? 
That the ringing of the bell was a fiction ? Or was the bell 
itself a sort of. Mrs. Harris ? 

II, iv, 221-22. It is difficult to believe that Sir John makes 
such a wager as 'alle Christenseelen gegen einen Mann, oder 

eine, Maus.' L. 221 seems to be purely exclamatory. A man 

or a mouse is a 
proverbial expression to express risk or encour 

age a person to daring. The idea is 
' 
Be a man, or else don't 

pretend to be one but admit that you have what Chaucer's 
Pandarus calls 

" 
a mouse's heart." 

' 
See Schole-House 

,of 

Women, 385 f?. (Hazlitt, Early Pop. Poetry, IV, 119-20) : 

' 
Fear not, she saith vnto her spouse. 
A man or a mouse whether be ye ? 

' 

Cf. 
' 

It is but haphazard, 
a man or a mouse,' Apius and V.9 

Dodsley, XII, 356. In 222 the colon should be replaced by a 

comma, to display the proper construction. 

II, iv, 249. Is it likely that St. Mathaeus would be thus 

decapitated to produce St. Thais ? In view of the mention of 
the trulls, and the classical learning of the author, is it not 

likely that St. Thais is invoked for the nonce ? Cf. Epigram 
33, De Thaide, H. Hutton, Satyr. Epig. (Percy Soc), p. 40; and 

saynt cuccold, Brandi, 446, 74. 

II, iv. 256. Instead of regarding 
sore as sure 

(no other in 

stance occurs in this play), I should take it as fore, through 
confusion of / and long s, and repunctuate : Yf thou goest a 

foote fore, thy braynes I will spill. 
II, iv, 273. I can find no evidence in Halliwell, or else 

where, that sincopasse is 
' 
richtiger cinque-o-pase* It is a 

trisyl 

lable, with an obscure vowel in the middle syllable represented 
indifferently by a, e or o; cinquepace is common. 

II, iv, 274. In a proverbial expression, like this, curyer is 
more likely to be currier, a dresser of hides, or a currier of 

horses, than currier, a 
soldier,?especially in view of the late 
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introduction of the fire-arm fr.om which the soldier took his 

designation. 

II, iv, 276. Can it be shown that children originated, or 

have been greatly in the habit of using, such expressions as 

chim-cham, w(h)im-w(h)am, flim-flam, jim-jam ? 

II, iv, 289. Houle is not 
' 
ho, we will,' but 'who'll.' 

II, v, 32. Pild is not derived from Pilate, but from O.F. 

piller; i-pilate (Resp. Ill, iii, 15) is a nonce-word, formed from 

Pilate because pilled already existed, cf. remarks (loc. cit.) on 

i-polde. 

II, v, 60. Is it probable that a 
gentleman of the character 

of Philogonus would, under even the greatest excitement, 

employ such an oath as 'A couckstole (=God's tools) 
' 
? But it 

is not an oath. The cuck-stool was in common use for the 

punishment of such women as Melissa, and Philogonus calls 

for one. Cf. 

Ducke, Jelot, ducke ; ducke, pretye minion, 
Beware the cokingstoole ; 

Ducke, galant trickers, wyth shame ynoughe, 
Your wanton corage to cole. 

Pryde and Abuse of Women, 113-16, Hazlitt, Early Pop. 

Poetry, IV, 239. 

II, v, 82 (83). It is difficult to see how ' 
Zusammensetzung 

' 

could be a factor of any moment in causing the dropping of 

silent k in knave. 

II, v, 126. 
' 
Salme : man erwartet balm'; but at this date 

balm is usually spelled baume, baivme. This fact, and allitera 

tion, would suggest rather salue ( 
= 

salve). As to the proposed 

firmament for element, it is true that Touchstone objected to 

using element, because 'the word is overworn,' but that was 

several years later, and Philogonus would perhaps not have 

been so fastidious. Besides, Phaethon did not fall from the 

fir?nament, but only from the element: cf. Schmidt, Shak. Lex., 

element, 3. 

III, i, 9. Cockalondlinge is not 'verdreht aus cackling.1 Read 

cockaloudlinge (-=.cockadoodling), and see N. E.D. s. v. cock-a-doodle 

doo, where cockaloodletoo is quoted from Gabriel Harvey, 1573. 

Ill, i, 19. One must surely be a great arithmetician to work 

out this problem of 'two to the tithe,' whether once be kept or 

be emended to one, as Carpenter proposes. The explanation 

here given 
seems impossible. 
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III, i, 29. Its a good stumble near h?rst is not 'Man stolpert 
nicht hart, wenn man nie zu Ross sitzt'; it is merely 

a comic 

distortion of the well-known proverb : ' It is a good horse 
that never stumbles,' cf. Bohn, p. 104 ; Hey wood's Prov., p. 143. 

Ill, i, 33, 34. Wont should be wout not won't : cf. Hamlet's 
' 
Woo't weep, woo't fight ?' &c. 

Ill, i, 51. The explanation of who-chittals as ho ( 
= 

she) and 

'chittals von chit? Junges, nach Analogie 
von cattle' is inge 

nious; but ho does not occur in this play for 'she 
' 

(see remark 
below on IV, i, 148) and chittals appears to be unexampled 
elsewhere. May not whochittals be ' 

what d'ye call's 
' 

(or 
'wh?tchucallums,' as we say now-a-days)? Cf. 

' 
Geue my 

Gammer again her washical thou stole away in thy lap.' 
Gammer Gurton's Needle, V, ii, 116. Codrus will not call the 

birds capons, for Cacurgus has challenged his use of the term 

(see 11. 25, 28-30, 54-55), 
nor does he wish to call them hens. 

Ill, i, 63. Cagin, in Youdbesoryein deede, if my caginyow hadd, 
can throw no light upon cag (= kr?nken) ; it is merely a vul 

gar form of occasion, cf. Edgar's 
' 
Chill not let go, zir, without 

vurther 'casion (Qq. cagion),' Lear IV, vi, 240. 

Ill, i, 68. Showe the gouse is not 'show the throat (goles).' 
' 
Go shoe the goose 

' 
is a 

phrase of the widest currency ; for a 

complete explanation of its significance, 
see the two examples 

quoted by Dyce in his note on Colyn Cloute, 198. I may add 
that shoe is sometimes written sue, see Stubbes, Display (N. 
S. Soc), p. 31. The grief caused by seeing a goose go 
barefoot may be learned from Bale's Kynge Johan, 175, or 

A .C. Mery Tales (ed. Hazlitt), p. 22. 

Ill, i, 195. Kyrie or kyrie eleison seems to have been used as 

slang for a scolding ; cf. Dame Coy's threat to give her hus 

band 'a kyrie ere he went to bed,' fack fugler (ed. Child), 
p. 31, and the quotation from John Taylor in Stanford Diet., 
s. v. See also, 

' 
He gave me a 

Kyrie eleyson 
' 

in Tyndale's 

curious list of slang phrases derived from church terms, 
Obedience of a Christian Man, Works of Tyndale and Frith, ed. 

Russell, I, 340. 

Ill, i, 198. Chaunch (= chance) is apparently a verb and not 
' = vielleicht.' 

Ill, i, 201. Cominafion, in cojnination gome, may be from com 

mon, but it may be from commijiate ; the Commination service 
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made the word familiar. Commutation, as adj., occurs in one of 

the other early plays, but I cannot at this moment recall the 

passage. 

Ill, i, 202. Nantipack is not 
' = 

anabaptist,' but nauti 

(= naughty) pack, a common old term of abuse. See Nares, 
ed. Halliwell and Wright, s. v., for five examples. An earlier 

instance than those cited occurs in The Pry de and Abuse of 

Women, n. d. but ca. 1550, Haz litt, Early Pop. Poetry\ IV, 231. 

Ill, i, 210. Collupte, in L nether egde the nor collupte the, is not 

for corrupt. The double meaning of egg (v. and n.) and the 

popularity of eggs and collops (there is a flower nained in 

honor of the dish) gave the opportunity for a little jest. 
Ill, i, 252. Why should Jack a male (rhyming with tale) be 

for Jack-amend-all rather than for Jack-a-male (=. Jack o' the 

bag) ? Cf. Jack-a-Lent, Jack-a-pye, etc. 

Ill, i, 255. Considering the variety of objects sworn by in 

ancient times and the later horrible practices of the army 
' in 

Flanders,' it is hasty to assume that Bith mouse foote is from By 
God's mouth and foot. Besides the two examples of the oath 

given by Swaen, Engl. St., XXIV, 37, cf. Apius?r V., Dodsley, 

XII, 375, and 'By the gutes of a crablouse,' 'By the hodges 
hed/ Witt and Wisdome, 25. 

Ill, iii, 51. Etymologizing on the basis of general probabil 
ities is dangerous. Hitchcock is not ' 

offenbar eine entz?ndete, 
stechende Geschwulst,' but merely the hiccough : cf. Cent. Diet. 

Hempl has, I believe, recently discussed this word. 

Ill, iii, 72. It is true that Ladikin gives Lakin, and taken 

gives ta*en, but the derivation of Good lande from Good Ladikin 

seems unnecessary. The etymology of oaths is an almost 

hopeless field ; the history of the forms (which alone can save 

from luring ignes fatui) exists for only a few of the commoner 

oaths, and it is often impossible to distinguish the result of 

substitution from that of distortion or even of ordinary pho 
netic change. 

Ill, iii, 85. A taukes so, father millerlye, twode do the good means 
' He talks so familiarly that it would do thee good.' There is 

here no question of the Father of Our Lady. 

Ill, iii, 87. The vowel quality of bede woman would perhaps 

prevent bed woman from being 
' komisch nahe gelegt.' 

Ill, iii, 115. It does not seem clear that 'soft = safety, eine 

Betheuerung 
' 
makes sense here. As I understand it, Cacur 
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gus is attempting to thrust his 'muck-fork' (cf. 124) into 

Madge's mouth and she tries to prevent him, stammering : 

so-so-so-saft! soft! {= soft !). 

IV, i, 21. Whale is not 'statt hail,' but is a contracted form 

of what '11 ye ; cf. Brandl's note on whole, wholle, III, iii, 145. 

IV, i> 33- I1 longe of is to be expanded, along of is more 

common than belong of ; but long of is good enough as it stands 
The translation, 'wegen der Schweinchen' and the punctua 
tion indicate a failure to catch the exact meaning of this 

passage. In 30 and 33 the is not def. art. but pronoun, and 

should be followed by a comma ; sadlebackt gromboie and susukes 

(read fusukes) are vocatives. Fusukes, ordinarily spelled fus 

sock(s) means ' 
lazy fat woman,' 'a greasy sloven' ; fussock is 

given in many dictionaries, the form with final -s may be found 
in Cent. Diet. 

IV, i, 45. Perhaps a boust stoul is not a bolster-stool, but a 

box-stool ; for boust = 
box, cf. N. E. D. or Engl. Dial. Diet. 

IV, i, 46. / could a chopt logetes wones is / could have chopped 
logic once, not / could have chopped logicians. Chop logic is too 
common as a noun and to chop logic as a 

phrase, to need exem 

plification. 
IV, i, 55. M eke y in Bith meke, may be only the adjective, the 

noun being omitted ; somewhat similar phenomena 
are not 

uncommon in oaths, but see remarks in Engl. St., XXIV, 206, 

on such forms as meckins. 

IV, i, 63. By gods nowne the editor takes to be 
' Bei Gottes 

Wort,' apparently agreeing with Dame Quickly who main 
tained that there are three classes of nouns : common nouns, 

proper nouns and God's nouns. This view is found else 

where ; cf. 
' 
He began to chafe and to sweare and to rap out 

goggs Nownes and his pronouns, while (= until) at volun 

tarye he had sworne through the eight parts of speech in the 

Accidence,' R. Greene, Works, X, 99. But Swaen's examples 

(passim) seem to justify his conclusion, Engl. St. XXIV, 54, 
that woun(d)s, waun(d)s, swowns, zoun(d)s, zoones, nowns, oones, 

ownes, are mere variants of the same word. 

IV, i, 98. The phrase miss the cushion has been variously 
explained. Skelton's expression seems to remove all doubt : 

And whan he weneth to syt, 
Yet may he mysse the quysshon. Colyn Chute, 997-8. 
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IV, i, 99. Towa is not toward. Towa, Alison! towa, houre! is 
' To her, Alison ! to her, whore ! 

' 

IV, i, 100. The idea that Alison used her knuckles as a 
mnemonic device is astonishingly ingenious, but the passage 
does not require it. Alison says : 

' 
First letter of your name's 

Eue, by the same token of my knuckle-fast eue (= ewe).' It 
is not her knuckles, but her old sheep, that aided her memory. 

The editor did not observe that fasteen does not rhyme with 

trewe, whereas eue does. 

IV, i, 115. Opinions in regard to Goodes drabes (100) may be 
divided ; but Gods blwehood is nothing more or less than what 
it seems to be, and is not from Gods boyhood or Gods bloody 
head: cf. 'By gods blew hood,' quoted by Dyce from Tom 

Tyler and his Wife in illustration of ' For Goddes cope,' Magny 
fycence, 1128. Of similar nature are God's hat and perhaps God's 

ames (= amice ?), but cf. Brandi, p. 666. 

IV, i, 121. Is not ba?les bush = Ball's Bush ? 

IV, i, 125. It is hardly more likely that vmbert then is um 

pired then than number it then (= count it up); but it may be 
neither. 

IV, i, 130. Augrum is not algebram, as may be learned 

from N. E. D. algorism, augrim. 

IV, i, 133. Carpenter's emendation, \t\we\re\ disposes of 
the verb dementid. 

IV, i, 144. May not Gods ludd be a modification of the com 
mon oath God's lid'? Is God's luddock found ? 

IV, iii, 76. One who follows the recommendation to exam 
ine N. E. D. will (if he finds cotton, v.) doubtless prefer Mur 

ray's explanation of it to that given here, and (if he finds cote, 

v.1) will learn that cote does not mean 'vorw?rts gehen.' 
Would not the vowel of cote offer some difficulties to the pro 
posed explanation of cotton ? 

The scanty notes to the three remaining plays must be left 

unexamined, though some of the remarks on Horestes 45 (an 

exceedingly difficult and probably corrupt line) are impos 
sible. Moreover Zaynt blyue (Horestes, in) is probably not 

Saint b(e)li(e)f. St. Blythe is not unknown ; cf. Bale, Thre 

Lawes, 531. 

The linguistic sections of the Introduction are to some ex 

tent supplementary to the notes, and to some extent 
entirely 
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independent. In general in may be said that the independent 

portions, the summaries of peculiarities, are, so far as they go 

(they neglect syntax almost entirely), laborious and accurate. 

In the sections supplementary to the notes are contained, 

however, some of the most surprising linguistic statements of 

the volume. I will pass hastily through the Introduction, 

noting linguistic matters only. 

xxxiv, 15. It is probable that ges is not for gyse, as the 

footnote (vid. loe.) suggests, but for yes ( = 
eyes), cf. yack 

Jugler, pp. 28, 38. 

xxxvi, 2. Whether a is ever for thou in quod a may be 

doubted. 

xxxvi, 4. In Ye hase, hase does not come from ealsw?. The 

expression 
means 'has he?' (cf. 'Yea shall?,' Brandi 351, 73 

and 'Yea doth?' New Custom, Dodsley, I, 272) and is parallel 
to 'No did?' 'No had?' ' No shall ? 

' 
which are somewhat 

commoner. 

xxxvi, 14. Almes, almys does not illustrate the loss of / after 

s ; in the expression // were (an) almes to (do so and so) it is not 
a corrupt form of almost; examples 

are common,?the follow 

ing will make the construction clear : 
' 

It were an almes dyde 

to walke thy cote,' yack yugler, p. 30. 

xxxvi, 36 ff. Several of the words listed as ' 
gelehrte 

Neubildungen 
' 
will excite surprise. 

lxi, 46. Since discurse rhymes with thus and means discuss, it 

might be better to emend it to discusse than to count is as a bad 

rhyme. 

lxii, 8. Custodie: bodie(V,x, 103-4) may be added to the 

list of rhymes on an unaccented final syllable. 

lxii, 20. Lchwin does not belong here, for it does not mean 

'each one' but 
' 

I ween' ; vid. loe. and cf. 'I wine', fack fugler, 

p. 33, and ' 
Eke thei laugh and grin, wh?" by this sunne, I wyn, 

In the heart they wepe,' Godly Q. Hester, p. 19. 

lxiii, 7. Valse bezeivers of zembitee is probably not ' False de 
ceivers of dissimulation', but 'False deceivers apparently'; 

cf. 'A sore man 
by zembletee,' Roister Doister, I, iv, 75. 

lxiii, 11. Perzent (= present) does not need the prefix, re-. 

lxiii, 13. Commediens, if not a 
misprint, is possibly 

a com 

bination of convenient with commodious. In like manner,/r^ 
dence may be a combination of prominence and preeminence?pro 
eminence is unknown to me. 
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lxiii, 14. The suggestion that of chafor is a distortion of 

Oppressor is not only violent but involves a misunderstanding 
of the passage. At present the reading is :? 

Yet he and thother twaine weorke all after the vice. 

Of chafor yet tone name, tother is Covetise. 

Of course it should be : 

Yet he and thother twaine weorke all after the vice (= advice) 
Of-cha foryet (= I have forgotten) tone (= the one) name, tother is 

Covetise. 

Policate is probably not for delicate, but for politic, vid. loe. 

lxiii, 15. I take grownde as ground, as it seems more likely 

that People would feel the evils mentioned in ground and 

purse than in crown and purse. 

Comporte (not composte) is for report rather than comme?id, see 

the passage. 

lxiii, 18. Peake need not be regarded as for peep. It is itself 
a good English word, still in current use. Courtnalls is not 

'statt courtiers' j courtnoll is a well authenticated word and 

may be found in N. E. D. 

lxiii, 18. Even if there were such an English word as de 

structers, I should regard strussioners (352, 117) not as a twisting 
of it, but as coined from construction (in sense 9, N. E. D.). 

lxiii, 20. Alise diets (read dicte) suggests alias (rather than 

aliter) dicta. 

lxiii, 21. The supposition that divum este iustlum weste is for 

divites estis,justi fuistis suffers under the double disadvantage 
of paying too little attention to either the original form of 

the saying or the sense required by the context. 

lxiii, 24. People does not ' mention 
' 

the elves ; he applies 
the word to a certain class of human beings, but the use of it 

does not characterize him,?Avaryce also uses it, p. 293, 1. 105. 

lxxxi. In the first list on this page, it is difficult to see the 

grounds for treating differently the spellings branles, fraines, 

reclamed, stanid, twane, bane ; they belong to the same class of 

phenomena. 

lxxxii, 18. In what respect is yf it were to doe a 'laxe F? 

gung 
' 
? 

lxxxii, 44. One of the main objections to admitting that 

in Misogonus, III, i, 149, he is the southern form of the femi 
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nine pronoun of the third person is that such an assumption 
does not help the passage, whereas a 

simpler one does. At 

present the text stands : 

1 
My swete mistrisse, now our swete Lady of Walsingam, 

he with hir swetly swete soule, 

I haue bid many a prayer for hir both early and late.' 

Read: 
' 
My swete mistrisse,?now our swete Lady of Walsingam 

be with hir swetly swete soule !? 

I haue bid,' etc. 

lxxxiii. On kodpesse (1. 12) and cosi?ier (1. 42) I have already 
commented ; four other words on this page need attention. 

Nouns (1. 2) can hardly stand for announce in the passage in 

question, which reads : Come, let vs make the mach to novns, we 

five ! What novns means, I do not know ; but it appears to be 
a game at dice : cf. 1. 135, where Sir John expresses his willing 
ness to play either mumchance or nounce. Minsimust (1. 15) 
bears some resemblance to mumpsimus, proposed as its origi 
nal ; but is mumpsimus ever applied to a person? Sponsation 

(1. 32) asserted to be the word aimed at in sposation is appar 

ently not English, and, if it were, would mean 'vow* or 
'prom 

ise 
' 

rather than deposition (which is the word intended). Gal 
londe (41) might easily represent gallant, but the context 

indicates that it is really for gallon : Toth alhouse he went, And 
there calde in for a gallonde of drinke. 

lxxxiv. It is so 
astonishing that anyone, even Isbel, should 

distort full (3) to fuis that many readers will regard fuis as a 

scribal error. Whestone with him is for question with him rather 
than question him. Wer (7) and year (8) are probably dialectic. 

Turning to the texts themselves, one must first inquire 
whether they are accurately printed. The reply will, I think, 
be not unfavorable to the editor. It is clear that they have 

been reproduced with a greater degree of fidelity than was 

observed by the various editors of Dodsley ; and of the inac 

curacies that exist many are, no doubt, chargeable, not to the 

account of the editor but to that of his copyists. To indicate 

the extent to which the texts may be trusted, as well as to 

make a slight contribution to the critical apparatus of the 
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volume, I will give a collation of Heywood's fohan fohan, 

indicating the variants between B(randl) and the original 
black-letter edition by R(astell). As the play was well printed 

originally, it offers few occasions for error. My transcript 
was made by a scholar familiar with both sixteenth century 

English and black-letter, who in almost all cases in which 

doubt might arise as to the accuracy of his copy foresaw the 

doubt and specially affirmed his reading to be that of the 

original. The variants follow :? 

40 B. Walke, R. Waske (misprint). 78 B. doth make me, R. 

doth me. 99 B. gossypry, R. gyssypry. 111-4 In R. the names of 

the speakers are each one line too high ; corrected in margin 
by connecting lines in faded ink. 121 Before this line R. has 

the speaker's name, Than.1 131 B. What, R. what ; B. often 

fails to note a lower-case w at the beginning of a line,?so in 

134, *35> x45> 2o8> 229> 396> 451? 454, 457, 463, 579, 6l9, 622, 628, 

635, 636, 637 (these are all specially affirmed to be 1. c. by my 

copyist). 153 B. churche, R. churthe (misprint). 163 B. By 
hokkes sylly woundes, R. By kokkes lylly woundes ; B. often fails to 

distinguish k from h,?so in 187, 207, 625, 661, 663 ; in 650 B. 

has by hokes sylly nayll, R. by kokes lylly nayll. 231 B. in suspect, 
R. insuspect. 272 B. p% R.ye ; so elsewhere,?R. has nop. 299 

B. / wys, R. Iwys. 309 B. p% R. the (not ye). 332 B. ony, R. 

any (but ony in 333 and any in 335). 381 B. Yet, R. yet. 455 B. 

Tusshe, R. Tusshr (misprint). 470, 510 B. brakkes, R. krakkes, 

cf. above on 1. 163. 472 B. ywys, R. yvys. 490 B. Kokkes, R. 

kokkes. 513 B. nat, R. uat (misprint). 523 In R. the second / 

of clatter is imperfect and has been touched up with a pen. 

525 B. chafe, R. thafe (misprint). 526 B. herwith, R. her with. 

558 B. Peace, R. Place. 622 B. no, R. not. 660 B. lyest syr, R. 

lyest. syr* This error is slight in itself but important in its 

results. Syr is the prefix to the speech which follows. B. is 

therefore wrong in assigning the speech to Tyb,?the priest 

replies when she is attacked, as she did when he was. 

Very few of these errors, it will be observed, are of any real 

significance for the text,?perhaps only 78, 121, 163 (and 650), 
470 (and 510), 558, 622, and 660. 

1 R. makes no distinction between / and J, using / for both (J never 

occurs). B. follows modern usage, without remark. 
2 This is the sole instance in which I have thought it worth while to record 

variants in punctuation. 
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In some respects, however, the treatment of the texts is less 

satisfactory. This is due in part to the occasional adoption 

(apparently only in the last six plays, see p. lvii) of a princi 

ple which is wrong and which, no doubt, the editor will, upon 

reflection, admit to be wrong. Some of the plays are printed 
with the exact punctuation of the original, scant and faulty as 

it often is (so Heywood's plays) ; some1 are repunctuated ac 

cording to modern (German2) rules. Either of these procedures 
is proper, provided only that we are informed which is adopted. 

But there can be no justification for attempting a compromise 
between the two ; for such an attempt neither informs the 

reader in regard 
to the original punctuation 

nor assures him 

as to the editor's interpretation of the text. The only excuse 

for retaining the old punctuation is taken away unless every 

deviation from it is clearly indicated ; the only excuse for 

introducing 
a modern system is taken away unless the system 

is adhered to. For example, take the line, If ye will have me, tell 

ytt, ye shall your tonges holde (292, 80). Is this punctuation the old 
or the modern or a combination of the two? The comma 

after me is of course wrong. Take, This is happie, happe, ye come 
soo soone tigither 2 (325, 9.) To my thinking, the line requires 
no point except a final period. Again, Here, be eager, 

whelpes, loe : to yt boye/box him ball I (295, 159). This should be 
Here be eager whelpes, loe ! To yt, Boye! Box him, Ball ! So, 
Giue hir leaue to speake to Codrus (479, 93) requires a comma after 

the second to (? too). The extent to which a doubt as to the 

sponsor of the punctuation may cause embarrassment may be 

learned from a consideration of the following passages (refer 
ences by page and line) :?293, 105; 294, 133; 301, 14; 310, 

56-7; 318, 63; 349, 10; 351, 66; 353, 151; 356, 73; 426, 139, 
161 ; 429,24; 43?, 4; 433,4; 434, 17 ? 437,4; 442, 49; 443, 91 ; 

444,25; 445,49; 446,70i 447, 107; 448, 138, 141, 152, 158; 
449, i75i l86, l88 ? 45?, 222, 236 ; 453, 18, 24, 29 ; 455, 101 ; 456, 

1 No one who ever attempted to print a large collection of texts will 

hesitate to admit fully Professor Brandl's plea for indulgence for lack of 

uniformity in the manner of editing the several plays. Texts differ in their 

requirements. 
21 suppose it is hardly fair, even in a foot-note, to express regret that 

English should be punctuated as if it were German. Yet I suppose no 

English reader can avoid a feeling of discomfort at meeting with a comma 

before a restrictive relative. 
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135 i 458, 9, I5 ? 459, 44, 49 ; 461, 87, 107 ; 462, 137 ; 463, 149, 
164 ; 464, 178, 192 ; 465, 214 ; 467, 251, 265, 271, 276 ; 470, 65 ; 

473, 88; 477, 50; 479, 104; 482, 172; 483, 7, 11, 26; 484, 27, 
48, 50; 485, 4, 8, 10 ; 487, 84; 488, 23 ; 498, 148, 149 ; 499, 170, 
178, I79? SOiy 224; 529, 957-8, 971, 979-80; 532, 1052; 535, 

n56-7 ; 536, 1163; 602, 88; 603, no; 611, 348, 363; 612, 397 ; 

613, 426 ; 615, 487 ; 616, 497 ; 622, 683, 693; 625, 768-9 ; 626, 
788; 632, 945, 948; 634, 1014; 637, 1091, 1101; 638, 1122, 

1125 ; 639, 1137, 1149; 643, 1262 ; 648, 1397. 
Another unsatisfactory feature of the treatment of the text 

is that the editor has not often enough made use of devices 
for assuring the reader that faults in the text are faults of the 

original1, and has not always corrected in his notes errors that 

disguise or distort the sense, although he has sometimes cor 

rected even the most insignificant. As a list of such passages 
will aid those who use the book, I give one, beginning with 

Nature. The practical advantage of having all such notes in 
a single list has induced me to forego any classification based 
either upon their nature or their relative importance. Where 

no reasons are given, 
a mere inspection of the passage will 

supply them. 

Nature. 

I, 75, thys, 1. hys j cf. I, 298 and Genesis, i, 26, 27. 

221, hys, 1. thys. 

386, Tryst, 1. Cryst. 
391, 1. brough[t]. 
574, skyft, \. shy ft. 
681, I trew, 1. I trow. 

747. The whole of this line is given by Dyce (in his note 

on Skelton's Magnyfycence, 1. 859) as Behold the bonet vppon my hed, 

apparently from a more perfect copy of the book than that in 

the British Museum. Cf. Furnivall, Ballads from Manuscripts, 
I, 455 

p. 99, note 2, Garcion can hardly be correct ; read, 
' 
Garcius 

for Garcio.' 

838, herein, 1. here in. In only a few instances does it seem 

necessary to make such an alteration as this, but occasionally 

it does. 

1 It must also be said that the remarks in the notes about misprints do not 

always make it clear whether the misprint is that of the original or of this 

edition. 
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840, saw, 1. say. 

933, my> 1- me 

980, ye, 1. the ; so II, 848. 

1116, fleyng, 1. fleryng ; cf. 
" 
flattryng knaues and fleryng 

queanes,' Heywood, Proverbs, p. 54, and 'Giglot, strumpet, 
a 

fliering wench,' R. Cawdrey, Table Alph., ap. N. E. D. 

1205, s ere full, 1. fere full. 
ilZl,your, I you. 

1378, Almysdedes, 1. At mysdedes ; the context is, ^4/ mysdedes L 

[Shamfastnes] can attame and help for to represse. In this passage 
attame means subdue, cf. N. E. D. atame. 

p. 117. Dele note 2 ; the assege is good English. 

II, 42, theym, 1. (?) hym. 
176, passyng whyle, 1. pyssyng whyle ; cf. Gammer Gurion's 

Needle, IV, i, 3. 

182, ye men?, 1. / men?. 

196, margin, bobyly, \. bodyly. 
519, handys, 1. handy s. 

526, 1. (?) [Such a knaue L betake td\ the devyll, cf. 795. 
541, begon, 1. be gon. 

571-2 read as one line ; so 574-5 and 768-9 (dele note 1, p. 139). 

887, by tyde, 1. bytyde. 
944, in the mare name, 1. in the mares name ; this oath invokes, 

not the Virgin, but the Night-mare, cf. Skelton, Magnyf., 
1407,?whether mare in Elynour Rummynge, no 

(cf. Dyce's note) 

is the same may be doubted. 

1128. /, 1. Is. 

1148, Adew, 1. A dew. 

1197, falsly> 1- fais ly 
1229. I do not think that Pacyence calls Mankind a 

wretch ; it seems possible to keep the original reading wreth 

(= wrath),?see N. E. D. for use of dysdayn. 

1309, trustyt, 1. trust yt. 

Love. 

37, beuiyfully, 1. beuty fully. 
40, loole, 1. leele (= leal) rather than hole. 

266, shorners, 1. skorners. 

274, /??M, 1. /??/. 

334, r eher sed is correct ; dele the note. 

28 
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349 (not 399), 1. smd[f\test. 
359, 1. than[k]fullest. 
515, seemeth, 1. seemed. 

548, Drawe, 1. Drave. 

624, /?w/, 1. /<?#?/. 

630, mother brendryd. What does brendryd mean ? Doubtless 
we should read, Mother B. rendryd. Mother B was a cant term 

for a bawd, as may be seen from G. Fenton, Tragicall Dis 

courses, 1567, viii, II, 81 
(Tudor Translations), and in particular 

from Edward Hake, Newes out of Powles Churchy arde, 1579, 
ed. Edmonds, sig. F. iiij. (' olde mother B ') and G. ij. 

('wimpled B ') ; cf. 'Mother Bee,' Gammer Gurion, III, iii, 74. 

643,^, 1. let (== jet). 
799, / neuer in iustyce, 1. / never syt in iustyce. 

828, \.pyt\h\ cf. 1386; so 936. 

890, mannes, 1. manner; serues means 'service'; if punctu 

ated, a colon (or 
comma and dash) after this. 

936, predendyth, 1. pretendyth. 

998, myshap, 1. my shap[e\. 
1015, moste, 1. moyste. 
1020 and 1024, whet, 1. whot (= hot) : cf. 1022. 

1045, a, 1. as. 

1063, 1. es[c]hew. 

1076, neyther, 1. nether. 

1158, receyued, 1. receyueih. 

1328, her, 1. her ?last]. 

*33?> Go, 1. So. 

1370, well ye, 1. well ye [wit]. 
1488, 1. Louer not loued. 

Weather. 

53, ^#z/? tryed, 1. >##&<? fc /ry??/. 

163, Well, 1. ?r?. 

202. Insert at. 

287. Note here and elsewhere Heywo?d's queer use of 

whom for who. 

33% and 340, Dele [Ma.] and [M. P.] ; ?r/. 343 ; M. R. speaks 
336~42 

824, syde me, 1. ?7?fe [chyde] 
me. 

1004, yon, I. you. 

1249. Strike out moste ; it crept in from the next line. 
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Johan Johan. 

166. Assign second half t? [Tyb]. 
297, forget it, 1. it forget. 
376, stynk, 1. stynt. 

Respublica. 

p. 284, 1. 49, That be hath, 1. That he hath. 

286, 39, waies and str aies, 1. waif es and str aies. 

287, 50, shewete, 1. swete. 

52, whet, 1. what. 

55, coweth, 1. cometh. 

56, by drede, 1. bedrid. 
2 99, 87, whan y owe are your Robe, 1. 0/^0? ye weare your Robe, 

instead of supplying in after yowe. 
301, 16, chanxxnge. 1. chaunge. 

302, 42, and not, 1. and all : cf. 44. 

307, 10, pesse, 1. passe. 

i^plesse, 1. blesse. 

314, 4, lydinge, 1. lyuinge. 

24, graunce, 1. graunge. 

317, 40, ??z?/, 1. >fozz??. 

318, 70, Thriste, 1. Thrifte. 
319, note. Beshrewe cannot be the missing word. Oppression 

does not curse the Latin quotation ; he wishes Avarice to 

expound it. 

323, 16, the ve[n]t, 1.ye vet (= ye fetched). 
324. Dele note 1 ; the subject need not be expressed. 

330, 20. Correct the spelling of beginnige. 
332, 9, 1. [ Wilt thou do] so. 

333> 57, whan, 1. whens (= whence). 

340, 15, he, \.ye. 

341, 48, tffci, 1. ons 
(= once). 

49, he prest, 1. ?? /r^/. 

A cus, 1. Ac tus. 

346, 28, ??2?r, 1. ?w 
(= one's) ; it is not necessary to assume 

that ous is grammatical 
error for our. 

10, we, I. ye, cf. 8 and 12. 

347, 19, where, 1. there ; or is the sentence unfinished? 

348, 4. Supply [Adul.] ; cf. p. 348, 11. 45, 46. 

7, [Be] not so hardie. 
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350, 37 (margin), 1. veritee. 

352, 115, fire, I. five, or, more probably, sixe; cf. p. 345, 1. 25. 

353, I32> ey tendeih, 1. (?) extendeth. 

134, directrie, 1. directrice. 

146, Instead of [/], supply [Is] (= I'll). 
354, 5? aret> 1- a"' 

356> 75? * , 1. ̂ ?? (=once). 
357, 97? Conns table, 1. Couns table. 

King Darius. 

Title-page, &?/, 1. both. 

362, 52, Insert 0? 
(or a) before auncy?nt. 

400, 1061, eare, 1. heare; cf. Matt., v. 36. 

402, 1099, ??r?, 1. ?0/. 

405, 1200, you, \.ye. 

Misogonus. 

Title-page, fiilus, 1. filius. 
422, 36, //fo z>y, 1. //foy /?y. 

423, 44, 1. [*SW^?] ?w. 

45, 1. [The ioyes] man. 

46, 1. [Exceptyng]e or [?fo/Ar?j'?]*. 
426, 125, 1. [But I] doubt. 

127, 1. [That] seldome. 

142, disc lay ne, 1. disdayne. 

152. Insert jw before ze//7/fc. 

427, 167, 1. [ita/?w?] thinge. 
168. #*#&? wawfj/ /*>/] seems more probable than *ra?? 

man[y cries]. 

178, 1. i^izr^ [for 
no 

cost]. 

180, 1. tell [whatyou have lost]. 
183, que[enes grote] would fill out the line as well as 

que[rulos sot], and seems far more probable. 

189, The idiom of the time is, I think, make good (not 

great) sport. 
428, 205, Aliquis intus designates a speaker within ('behind 

the scenes ') ; it is not a part of the speech of Cacurgus. If the 
editor had observed this he would not have asked (p. 658) : 
' 
Hatte Philogonus zwei Diener bei sich ? 

' 

430, 47, parte, 1. harte. 
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2, munkezu monkey. 

431, 14, 1. in [fyght]. 
433, 9, doe no, 1. doe it no. 

12, the y 1. ye. 

434, 48, 1. [Or els] your. 
437, n, past, 1. passe. 

441, 31, sowe, 1. j??/??. 

442, 49, Jack sanee, 1. y#?v? ?a?^. 

52,part, L ?#>-/. 

444, 120, zoule, 1. (?) 
2??#.f? 

(= souse). 

20, while, 1. a////. 

445, 65, sure, 1. #r?. 

446,74, yow, 1. jr. 

448, 143, the pristes stand, 1. the pristes flaud (= flawed = 
flayed, 

cf. N. E. D.) ; Cacurgus has just flayed the priest by stripping 
off his gown. 

170, 1. leng[i\he. 
449, 209, come out, 1. come ont (=z of it). 

452, 8, As in the original not is written above the line, I 

regard it as misplaced and as belonging before spare. 
453, l8, ! nor ho[res] ; in 20 1. by gods bores (cf. Promos and 

Cassandra, III, ii, and V, v. 

46, in manger your bear de, 1. in mauger y. b. 

Note 2. The emendation is unlikely ; the right word 
is Eaiherst (cf. p. 483, 1. n); in 1. 16 Melissa has 'fathered' 

him (1. 17), and that is the cause of his anger. 
454, 48, afrayde, 1. afeard. 

78, Philogonus, 1. Misogonus. 

456, 145. Is onV in original? 
457. 2. Is there such a thing as a soudid sowe ? Should we 

not read here, and in 459, 52, sondid (= sanded) sowe? cf. 'I'll 

give him the sanded sow,' Revesby Sword Play, 161, and * 
Your 

sandy sow,' Gammer Gurion's Needle, IV, i, 22. 

459, 31- Supply What ! or Thou. 

33> 34, Wont, 1. Wout. 

461, 107. Read Yeaye, faith (= Yea, i-faith), he has benne far 
(= further) then ere [t]how haue,?on Taleon grounde he near 
trode. 

462, 115, deuty, 1. denty. 

119, Insert not afteryoule. 
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130, [smock] seems far more likely than [oldfrock]. 
138, those [that be] fills out the line as well as those [in the 

(uni)versity]. 
463, 162, when, 1. where. 

464, 180, 1. This (? This is) a[s] trwe. 

465, 209, foulle does not rhyme with boulte ; dolte means about 
the same thing and rhymes. 

467, 268. The suggested at our fire is perhaps less idiomatic 
sixteenth century English than byth fire. 

269. 1. foure t[imes blest]. 
271, 1. some 

[rest]. 

469, 54, oute, 1. onte (= of it). 
Note 1. Stuf in this use is too modern. 

472, 54, faint, 1. faine. 
Note 2. Instead of By, 1. And by. 

473. 105, 1. over[t]hwart. 

107, make, 1. make-bate (for rhyme). 

476, 37, 1. as [ye are]. 
478, 69, how, ha ye dout, 1. how ha ye done. 

478, l^yow, \.ye. 

83, 1. [Is not] be long. What, Alison ! 

85, 1. [God and] Saint Swithin. 

87, Am I fills the gap as well as / must be. 
%%. [Canyou tell] is perhaps as good as [Doyou know]. 

481, 142. Insert j/? (or he) before wer. 

Note 4. There is no more justification for Custer(d) 
here than for Dame Custard as the name of Christian Custance 

(see p. liv, 1. 29). Custer, or Ceyster (as it is spelled on the title 

page) is the Christian name of Codrus. It is a shortened form 
of Christopher, cf. Nodal and Milner, Gloss, of Dial, of Lanca 

shire, p. 173. 

483, 6, 1. Stand out of my [way], wagghalter _, for waghalter, cf. 
Hey wood, Proverbs, p. 70. 

15, 1. I care not, I ; be a kard[er] and a dicer. 

21, He pardon this ones him, 1. He pardon him this ones. 

484, 30, 1. selfe [nyll]. 
32, 1. mas [if ye will], 
38,1. [If I] shall. 

485, 3, h tanquam castrator porcorum vociferare, et emunge nasum, 
et singultiens clama aliquando. 
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487, 72, 1. or [Ile hence]. 
77, ere, 1. ene. 

83, 1. sewing [school]. 
Note i. The rhyme is good enough ; cf. 249, 1029-30. 

489, 44, 1. stubber[n]ly. 

Horestes. 

495, 54, //, I- Yet. 

61, no, 1. now. 

499, J75, thad vitres, 1. thadvltres (= the adulterous). 
176, spousaule is more like than sponsaule. 

180, ?&?;z, 1. //to. 

500, 209, Mar sis his leaue, 1. Mar sis leaue. 

509, 435, woulst, 1. wouldst (or woudst). 

512, 513>f<"'*> I- ̂ ^. 

5X5, 598,7^, i, '?*?y so 733. 
519, 690, 1. ***?-?[/]. 

526, 860, giues, 1. ?7?? (= begins). 
861, animo dati gloria, 1. animo dat gloria. 

865, 7j, 1. His. 

889, (?#? ?<?#z?/ amis sa, 1. (?## .r<?w?/ amis sa. 

527, 901, wound, 1. womb. 

534, 1114, 1. ?a//[i]?/. 
1124, 2?//7afr and minde, 1. ze////j and mindes. 

1127, ye, 1. //fo. 

1129, /???a, 1. (?) zw. Or, let them defyne (?). 
537, 1203, cominualtie, 1. cominnaltie. 

GlSMOND OF SaLERNE. 

560, 32, a strange, 1. a 
[most] strange. 

562, 21. Can sharfbe right ? 

567, 27, no, 1. ne. 

575, first side-note, 1. depar[teth]. 

Common Conditions. 

599, Notes 2, 4, 6. It is by no means clear that each stanza 
is to be assigned to a different singer. 

Note 3. Bin is no improvement on in ; read lin (or 
blin), and replace semicolon at end of 4 by comma. 
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Note 5. The gap may also be filled by beare [his bagge 
on his backe], 

606, Note 4. The missing word is certainly Halloweth, cf. 
212. 

607, 232. Note whom for who, and cf. 1140. 

608, 281. For, why, 1. For why (= because) ; so also 11. 708, 
1414. 

613, 414, 1. hat[h\ 
Note 1. The reading of the text need not be changed. 

614, 431. Change her or she to his or he. 

616,491. Sure name = sur-name. 

617, 541. Sabia does not intend to use black art to win 

Nomides; she appeals, therefore, not to the gods of night, but 
to tjiose of might, cf. 876. 

619, 602. Otes = iEetes ? 

620, 621, witnesse, 1. witlesse. 

621, 66^, aged, 1. a god (cf. 666). 
622, 679. It is interesting to see how codes may have arisen, 

?of course it is for cottons. The word was written cottes ; then 

the frequent confusion of c and t occurred and the stroke was 

omitted from e. 

623, 717. Change parentes to parente or punctuate A as inter 

jection. 
628, 851, Efata = F faith. 

630, 908. Is deride error for d?vide ? 

635, 1030. A plague of all such villains. Professor Brandi 

changes of to on. Has he forgotten Falstaff ??not to mention 
a cloud of other witnesses. 

637, 1088, to thy, 1. to try thy j cf. 1067. 

638, 1128, who, 1. oh. 

639, 1154, For, 1. Nor. 

642, 1215, Who tho,\. What tho. 

1219, prest, \. per st. 

645, 1308, his, 1. (?) this. 

648, 1386, thy, 1. the. 

1388, deuise, 1. deuised. 

1389, '/, h of 
649, 1421, No, 1. Now; No came from the next line, see the 

foot-note. 
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This paper is already so long that I shall not be able to 

fulfil my intention of treating fully The Pride of Life (text, 
translation and notes) and Mankind (text and notes). These 
are among the most interesting plays in the volume. That 

Professor Brandi has not succeeded perfectly with the former 

is not to be wondered at ; the text is so broken and corrupt 
that no one could perform the task he undertook. I shall 

therefore confine the few remarks I shall make to those 

portions in which success is possible. His boldness in at 

tempting to restore the text where only 
a few words or letters 

remain in a line will probably, with the common fate of such 

attempts, result only in stimulating the rest of us to prefer 
our own restitutions ; for instance, in 19-20, which stands 

thus 
.of1 fflessch & ffel 

.bore. 

Professor Brandl's * Und ist doch auch von Fleisch und Haut 
und von einem Weibe geboren 

' 
does not please me 

nearly so 

well as my own 
4 
ffayre he was of fflessch and ffel 

And brim (or breme) as any bore.' 

But this is sport and not science; we do not know, and never 
can know, unless another MS. is discovered, what is the cor 

rect form of some lines of this play. 
As to Mankind, I had intended to discuss the differences be 

tween his edition and mine. In some instances he is clearly 
right, in others I think he is wrong. This, perhaps the most 
difficult play in the volume, is at the same time the best 
edited. If the others had been treated in the same way, this 
review would have been much shorter than it is. I shall have 
to reserve the fuller discussion for the notes to my edition. 

Here I will mention only a few of the most important instances 
in which the present edition seems to need correction. 

The Pride of Life. 

p. 4, 1. 49. This is not oratio recta ; y is he, and his (50) means 
the King's, not Death's. With this misunderstanding is per 
haps connected the misunderstanding of 1. 79 shown in both 

1 Skeat : was of. 
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translation and notes. LI. 451-68 show clearly that 11. 75-6 do 

not say that Death sent a messenger to the King of Life, but 
that the latter sent his messenger to bear a challenge to Death. 
This carries with it the confutation of the restoration and 
translation of 77-79. May it be said parenthetically that 
' 
Testament machen 

' 
would under any circumstances be a 

remarkable translation of del in the phrase del and dight? 
8, 116. $u can 

hardly be nom. in this piece. 

10, 130. / nil chonge for ?io newe is so common as to be com 

monplace. Chonge is not from conge (see p. xi, 1. 3), it is merely 
change and there is no occasion for the doubt expressed (p. 
65?)- Cf. 'For alwey oon I wil be founde, His womman, and 

chaunge for no newe,' Lydgate, Min. Poems, p. 221. 

10, 134. Behou (= behoof) certainly cannot mean ' 
Gedanke'. 

10, 136. D et rift in dedexs the well-known descriptive for 
mula derrest in dede, and is by no means to be taken as 

' 
zer 

reist den Tod, in Wirklichkeit ': cf. the quotations in N. E. D., 
dear, a1 and dear a2 (I think that this phrase should be assigned 
to the latter). 

10, 137. Lok y for ne (Skeat reads no) ying y let should be 
Lok y for no ping y let ; there is no instance of y= I in the 

play. 

18, 259. $e pes be kniyles of curteisye is translated ' Ihr Diener 

(ae. p?o) seid Ritter von H?fischkeit.' It would be difficult to 
find another example of pes = 

p?owas at this date. The pas 

sage is simple enough : 'Yea, these be courteous knights.' 

24, 333- Brandi has two interpretations of gocilj one (by 
Schmidt) in the notes, that it is derived iv ova g ok (= fool), but 
B. is inclined to reject this because c is not used for k before 
front vowels ; the other (xiii, 14), that it is for gentyl (through 

g?tyl). The latter is ingenious and is possible palaeograph 
ically, but as the context seems to require both a parallel to 

med (331) and a continuation of the thought of 331-2, I should 

keep gocyl (= guzzle). 
30, 421. pou lisst, screu, bolhed is, of course, not 

' 
Du h?re, 

Schraube, Bolzenspitze,' but ' Thou liest, shrew, bull-head ! 
' 

30, 425. If wild cat is to be rejected because scribe B. never 
writes 0 for a, it is hard to see how wilgate can be accepted. 
Wild coot is tempting, though it would require emendation of 
423 to secure a good rhyme. The passage clearly means 
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* Church is not the kind of thing that runs (or flies) away ; it 

will be there when I need it.' 

30, 428. Pet ping sounds decidedly modern for this poem. 

32, 472. After 472 the semicolon should be changed to a 

comma, and 474 should be translated * 
M?get ihr nimmer so 

keck sein 
' 

instead of 
' So seid mir nimmer so keck.' 

Mankind. 

p. xxii. The sections on the vowels would have gained by 
the recognition that some of the contradictory phenomena 

are 

due to the second scribe, who began with 1. 806 and continued 

to the end of the play. 
xxii, 40. The howll flyght (557) is, not the (w)hole flight, as the 

remark here seems to imply, but owl flight, cf. Skelton, The 

Douty Duke of Albany, 312, and see also Sir Clyomon and Sir 

Clamydes, sc. xxi, 11. 1 ff. 

xxiii, 11. 
' 
Serge (895) in Halliwell . . . vielleicht aus ser 

geant erschlossen.' But is churg (= church) due to the influ 

ence of urge (see, however, x, 45) ? In both cases (and numer 

ous others, cf. scorge 
= 

scorch, M. W. of Windsor, (Q1) Sc. iii, 

1. 64) have we not merely instances of failure to stop the 

voiced breath of r in tim? to allow ch its unvoiced sound ? 

xxiv, 17. Sen (654) is certainly not Ind. mood. 

xxxi, 20 ff. The remarks on the use of Latin derivatives by 

the 
' 
Teufelsgesindel 

' 
are strange. To say nothing of the 

doubtful explanation of trefett, what business has peson (O.E. 

pisan, Mod. Eng.pease) in this list? And above all what is the 

meaning of 'eigentlich 
= 

Stange'? Recumbentibus does not 

mean 
' 
recovery 

' 
either in 431 or 482. How is 431 to be inter 

preted with this meaning? A recumbentibus is originally a 
' 
knock-down blow,' then a 

' 
severe blow ': cf. 

' 
Had you some 

husband and snapt at him thus, Iwys he would geue you a 

recumbentibus,' Heywood, Proverbs, p. 70. 

1. 80. Surely goode Adam need not be explained as Goa 

(thee) damn; 'horno is a common name to all men.' 

100. Here iett is not the verb (= den K?rper auf werf en) 
but the noun (= fashion). 

133. After 133 should be inserted in the text the Latin line 

relegated to the notes but necessary to the stanza structure 

(cf. xxv, 17). 
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140. When Kittredge suggested Goo we hens for Goo we haue, 
he had in mind the fact that both have and of are often written 

a, and would have made use of it, had he regarded it as perti 
nent. His reading was based on 11.148-9, which seem to estab 

lish it. 

241. Brandi has misunderstood Kittredge's conjecture ; a' 

was meant for of, not all. Both Kittredge and I now prefer to 

read A goode horse xulde be geson, in closer conformity to the 

MS. Gesom (= O.E. ges?m) is hardly possible in either form 
or syntax. 

253. Kittredge's Me thynk a full goode sort for Mo the (B. 

the[n]) a goode sorte has the advantage of making both metre and 
sense. 

254. J<? haue leuer is not English in this context, and the 

reference to M?tzner procures no support for the supposition 

that it is. It is much easier to believe that the scribe wrote the 

contraction for er instead of e than that any Englishman ever 

wrote such English as %e haue leuer to hem (or horn) y wyll go 

forth yowur wey. 

379. The conjecture fisyke for fesyde finds no support in the 
context. Kittredge's spade is in harmony with all the facts (see 
11. 362, 381) and is certainly right. It at least deserved men 

tion by Brandi. 

444. Gostly need not be emended to postly ; it is an irrever 
ent jest : cf. Brandi, p. 291, 61, and ' Did it to a gostly ende To 

have a male readie to put in other folkes stuffe,' Damon 6? P. 

Dodsley, I, 233. 

506. It is true that neck-verse alludes to the beginning of 

Ps. Ii ; but the remark that it is a verse ' den Verurtheilte unter 

dem Galgen zu beten hatten 
' 
misses the point. The ability to 

read the neck-verse entitled the criminal to 
' 
benefit of clergy.' 

536. My emendation deuer for eeuer is supported not only 

by the similarity of d and e in this MS., but also by the 

examples of 'put 
... in dever 

' 
in N. E. D., devoir 2. The 

suggestion that eeuer ? Ger. Eifer (p. 654) struggles against 
the disadvantage that such a word is unknown in English. 

544. The punctuation indicates a failure to understand the 

line. The remark to Mankind is : 'A short prayer thirleth 

heaven ; cease thy prayer.' That this is correct may be 

learned from : Brevis oratio p?n?tr?t celum, Piers PI. C, xii, 297 

(the same quotation is the last line of the A text). 
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60, 583. It was surely worth while, in connection with this 

line, to mention that Collier, H* E. D. P?, 214, reads ab Herode, 

suggesting ? VHerode and devising an amusing theory of an 

otherwise unknown tradition as to the manner of Herod's 

death. In the face of this, Kittredge ingeniously and rightly 
emended reke ab her ode (the reading we had) to neke as he rode. 

That MS. really has herode is indicated by the independent 

agreement of Collier and my copyist. 
64, 680. What does Tabell mean ? My copyist read iakett. 

65, 717. This is not the earliest allusion to foot-ball ; cf. 
N. E. D. camping sb.1 and Lydgate, Minor P., 160. 

71,878. Sweche means 'such', whether Brandl's punctua 

tion or mine be adopted. There is no occasion for assuming 
it to be a word that does not appear elsewhere in fifteenth cen 

tury English (p. 654). 
72. Surely it is undesirable to omit without mention the 

Latin verses declarative of ownership (see my ed., p. 352, for 

the original and Kittredge's emendations). For the omission 

of a somewhat similar feature of Misogonus, see 
Carpenter's 

review of Brandi in Mod. Lang. Notes. 

Certain features of the Introduction are so significant that 

they must be noted, even at the cost of extending this already 

long review. They are manifestations of a 
tendency very 

dangerous to scholarship, and it is important that scholars 

should reflect upon the logical and certain results of this ten 

dency before it works serious injury. 
Professor Brandi finds the source of The Pride of Life in 

the original version of the Danse macabre.1 The parallels pro 

duced between P. of L. and the German and Spanish texts are 

of the most trivial and unconvincing character. The declara 

tion of the presenter that the play would please (and profit), 
and his address to the spectators, not only 

' 
stimmen zu den 

Worten des Predigers 
' 

of the German text, they agree in both 
context and form with such addresses to the audience in 

countless romances, ballads and similar compositions. The 

description of the King is of the same conventional character. 

The kings of the mediaeval drama are all alike. The ' Trotz 
1 
Macabre'is, of course? the proper form, as Gaston Paris long ago abund 

antly proved. That this was also the pronunciation in England in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries can easily be shown. 
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rede', 113 ft., is inevitable, almost as much so as the possession 

of a lance by one of the knights of P. of L. as well as by one 

of the caballeros of the Spanish text. That the warnings 

given by the Queen should resemble those given by Pedri 

cador and Sano Consejo 
can surely surprise no one who is at 

all acquainted with mediaeval literature, even when we find in 

one : 

4 
thinke, J?ou haddist beginninge, 

Qwhen J?ou were i bore ; 

& bot J?ou mak god endinge, 

]?i sowie is fforlore,' 183-86 

and in the other 'todo orne nascido gostara la muerte,'? 

though it is difficult to recognize this thought, as Professor 

Brandi does, in the statement that God is 'principe, fin e el 

medio.' Warnings to do good works, to worship God, to 

trust not in rank or power, are not impressive coincidences, 

even when supported by declarations that holy writ and 

prophecy authorize them. When we exhaust the list of fea 

tures noted as common to P. of L. and either of the two ver 

sions of the Dance of Death by adding Death's statement that 

he is king and the indication that at the Judgment the good 
shall be saved and the bad damned, it becomes clear that 

the case for the origin of the play in the Dance is weak. The 

truth of the matter is that both deal with that striking com 

monplace of mediaeval homilist, moralist and poet, that 

neither riches nor power can save man from death, that, as 

Langland says, Death pashes to dust 'kynges and kny^tes, 

kayseres and popes.' To prove relationship between two 

treatments of this theme, it must be shown that they possess 
in common features that are really characteristic ; and this is 

precisely what Professor Brandi does not do. That P. of L. 

can be of any service either in establishing the main features 

of the original version of the Dance of Death or in proving it 

to have been dramatic, is a wholly unwarrantable assumption. 

To see in 'Det[h] dot[h] not spar[e] kyntis (= knights), cay ser 

ne kyng 
' 

(55-6) any trace of the typical figures of the Dance 

of Death requires as entire a lack of critical method as to dis 

cover reductions of them in Queen, Knights, Messenger and 

Bishop. The remarks on the Dance of Death in England in 
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dicate that the editor knows nothing of Lydgate's version. 
Other sources than Ticknor and Seelmann should have been 

consulted. 

That the traditional figures of Herod and Pilate affected the 

conception and presentation of the King is beyond question ; 
but that in York Plays XXX Pilate has a wife, two soldiers 
and a messenger has no significance, even if we add that it 
contains also, in Annas and Caiaphas, two bishops. What has 

become of Eilius Pilati and Anciila? If two groups of con 

ventional figures are to be brought into relation with each 

other, more than the mere possession of a few figures in com 

mon is necessary. In lxv, 6 we are told that Hypocrisy, Ava 

rice and Sensual Suggestion of the Conflict of Conscience are the 
same group that appears in Bale's Thre Lawes. The group in 

the latter includes besides these Infydelyte, False Doctryne, 
Idolatrye and Ambycyon. 

The attempt (p. xliv) to show an academic tendency, as dis 

tinguished from a moral, in Nature, and thereby to connect it 
with The Pour Elements, is worthy of note : * Diese neue, dem 

Jahrhundert der Renaissance entschieden genehme Richtung 
Medwalls, der auf alle Teufelei verzichtete, um daf?r die 
Rundheit der Erde zu lehren (474) und die logische Regel 
vom 

Gegensatz 
zu 

explicieren (II, 1104-6), wurde dann fort 

gesetzt im "Interlude of the four Elements'", das in langen 
Vorlesungen schwelgt.' There is in Nature no attempt to 

teach the roundness of the earth or to expound the doctrine 
of contraries. It would be quite as proper to say that Chaucer 
devotes himself to the former. Both passages are incidental 
and have nothing to do with the aim of the play. But we are 

told (p. xli) that The Pour Elements is ' eine direkte Nachah 

mung von Medwalls Nature." It would be difficult to find two 

moral plays less like one another. The Foure Elements is, in 

deed, the only representative of its class in England. It is 
not intended to teach any lesson of religion or morals or 

practical wisdom. Its primary object is to give the audience 
some cosmographical and geographical information. The 

author, John Rastell1?' magnus iste cosmographus, 

' 
as Bale 

1 It seems not to be generally known that Rastell was the author, but 

Bale (who, untrustworthy as he is in regard to all persons but his contem 

poraries, may be trusted in this) distinctly says that he was, and gives the 
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calls him,?would probably have accounted for his use of the 
dramatic form by his desire to hold his audience through the 
lecture. Nature and The Four Elements are alike in containing 

Nature (but in one, Natura naturans, in the other, Natura 

naturata), Humanum genus (Humanity), Sensuality, and ref 

erences to a tavern scene. There the resemblances cease. 

A fundamental defect of all discussions of Moralities is the 
failure to see how logically and inevitably (given mediaeval 

conceptions and modes of thinking) characters and actions are 

developed from the fundamental thesis. Recognition of this 
would inspire grave hesitancy in any one about to undertake 

proof of relationship by the methods usually pursued. 
Another fault of method, too commonly committed, is the 

practice of introducing into a discussion of literary derivation 
or relationship mention of productions containing slender 

parallels which have no possible bearing upon the question 
under discussion. Even when this is done with words which 
assert no more than that the writer happened to think ( 

. . es 

erinnert an . . ) of the case produced, it is misleading and 

confusing. The reader either finds himself so bewildered by 
these vague resemblances that he is ready to accept anything 
or so repelled that he is willing to accept nothing. For exam 

ple : ' Das b?se Weib [Noahs] erinnert an die von Chaucer so 

behaglich ausgemalte Dame von Bath, der Schafdieb [Mak] ist 
mit der lateinischen Kom?die De clericis et rustico verwandt.'1 

A touch of nature makes the whole world kin, but Mak of 
the Towneley Secunda Pastorum is not otherwise related to the 

peasant of De clericis et rustico. The story of Mak is well 

known. The other story tells how a peasant and two clerks (or 
two townsmen, in another version), travelling together and not 

having food enough for the three, agree that the one who has 
the most interesting dream shall possess all of it, and how, while 
the clerks, who thought to get the better of the peasant, sleep, 

he eats the food, and*when, upon awaking, the clerks describe 

the marvels of heaven and hell, which they visited in their 

first line of the play : 
' 
Magnus iste Cosmographus, de trium mundi par 

tium, Asiae, Africae, & Europas, descriptione, longissimam reliquit comce 

diam. quam vocabat, Naturam naturatam, ti. I. Abundas [I. Abundans\ gratia 

potenti diuin [an exact rendering, it will be observed, of the first line of 

The Four Elements].' Summarium, fo. 222a. 
1 
Einleitung, pp. xlvi, xlvii. 
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dreams, asserts that he dreamed they were not going to re 

turn to earth and consequently ate the food. Stealing from 

persons with whom one sleeps is the only common feature of 
the stories ; in every characteristic detail they are different. 

Noah's Wife may call to mind the Wife of Bath,?though of 
course the former is the earlier creation,?but no more than 

does any wife who refuses to obey her husband and fights 
with him. In like manner it is said (xxxix, 41) : 'Hiebei wird 
uns ein Curtisanenabenteuer erz?hlt [Nature, II, 258-303], das 
an Absalons Zusp?tkommen in Chaucers Geschichte des 

M?llers erinnert.' But surely it bears less resemblance to 

that highly characteristic episode than to almost any other in 
stance of * 

Zusp?tkommen 
' 

in literature or life. But perhaps 
the most astonishing feat of literary connection is that (li, 1) 

which brings together Heywood's Weather and Chaucer's 
House of Fame with the remark that Jupiter is concerned in 

each. 

There is no space left for the examination of the sections on 

the mode of staging, and the examination of them is the less 

important because, though often wrong in details and though 
unsound in method, their defects are essentially of the same 

sort as those already considered. From a 
single paragraph 

containing several remarkable statements (p. xxxiii) may be 

chosen one which involves perhaps a greater variety of defects 

than any other: 'Unheil [trug] den Anzug eines Bauern 

knechts (54), einen Zaum . . (295), und einen dicken Bauch 

voll Mord und Todtschlag (626).' It is possible, though not 

certain, that Mischief was dressed like a farm-hand and that 

he carried a bridle (though he does not attempt to use it) ; but 

that a part of his outfit was ein dicker Bauch voll Mord und 

Todtschlag is a surprising inference from his remark, after 

having killed his jailer : Of murdur and manslawter I haue my 

belly fyll. That he brought with him the stolen dish and dub 

bler is not mentioned. As to the costume of Nought, one is 

forced to inquire whether in a play of this, or any other date, 
the fool's livery is to be assigned to every person to whom one 

of his fellows applies the epithet 'fool \ 

The length of this review must find its justification, not in 

the correction of some of the errors contained in the book 

29 
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reviewed, but in the fact that it is time for students of English 
to take account of the present status of their science and in 

quire whether it is satisfactory. This book seemed especially 
fitted to serve as a stimulus to such an 

inquiry by 
reason of 

the great value of the texts, the important and influential 

position occupied by the editor, and the striking manner in 

which defects found elsewhere singly are here combined. Is 
it not time that, for every student, linguistic training should 

include that wide reading which develops 
' 
Sprachgef?hl', as 

well as that minute study which provides knowledge of phono 
logical law ? And, above all, is it not time that the sound 

principles stated in treatises on method in literary history 
should be observed in practice by every writer who has enjoyed 

professional training? The study of comparative grammar 
was revolutionized a few decades ago by the recognition of a 

small number of principles which now seem self-evident. 

The study of literary history still awaits the application of 
similar principles ; and the results of the reform will not be 

less valuable. 

John M. Manly. 
University of Chicago. 
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